2002

the company was granted Iso 9001:2000 certification
for its quality management system

2004

the company was the first Italian manufacturer to obtain homologation from the Volkswagen Group for manufacturing Alu 3Q7 silk-matt finish

2007

the company was granted ISO 14001:2004 certification for its environmental management system as well
as the Integrated Environmental Authorization by the
Novara Province, and started operating with Espresso
coffee machine manufacturers

2008

2010

2011

the corporate name was changed into RMP Savoini
s.r.l.; a new warehouse was built; small-sized assembly and finished-product packing lines were installed
after purchasing no. 2 pad printing machines
the company started manufacturing products with environmentally-safe triple-action chromium-plating; a
metal-cleaning and vibrofinish department was set up
the company was granted OHSAS 18001:2007 certification for its safety management system
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Silk-matt and glossy
chromium finish with
electroplating treatment.

1978

the company R.M.P. Riporti Metalli Preziosi was set up
by Sergio Teresio Savoini and started the production of
hand-crafted special-finish tap and faucet accessories

1981

the company premises were moved to a new business
location in via Varallino, Galliate

1982
1985

two automatic electroplating systems and a liquid
painting system were installed for the treatment of
brass and Zamak inserts; the company started operating with manufacturers of switch plates

1993

the company premises were moved to the current state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in via Mutilati e
Invalidi del lavoro, Galliate; a new painting system was
installed

1994

a new water treatment recirculation system was installed; the company started operating with automotive
companies

1996

another liquid painting system with an anthropomorphic robot was installed

1998

the company was the first Italian manufacturer to obtain BMW homologation for “chrome silk-matt” finish

2000

a new automatic electroplating line for the treatment
of plastic material was installed

Black nickel
electroplating
treatment with glossy
clear finish.

Some samples of electroplating
treatment finish.

Golden silk-matt and
glossy finish with
electroplating treatment.

RMP - which stands for Riporti Metalli Preziosi (Precious Metal Inserts) - was set

The ISO 9001-certified, technologically-

up by Sergio Teresio Savoini in 1978, as a small handicraft business for the produc-

advanced manufacturing facility in Gal-

tion of tap and faucet accessories. The company has been growing since then, con-

liate provides our customers with inno-

stantly acquiring updated know-how and investing in advanced electroplating and

vative manufacturing solutions as well

special-painting technology with low environmental impact. The constant attention

as a wide range of top-quality produc-

to problem-solving and manufacturing quality allowed the company to operate with

tion services, including state-of-the-art

leading partners in the automotive industry and the lighting-system sector. More

packaging and logistics management.

than a mere supplier, RMP has thus become a reference partner in the field of special electroplating and painting treatment. The unfailing interest in environmental
protection and work safety led the company to obtain ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
certifications.

All our electroplated or
painted finish types can
be applied to various
manufacturing products.

Product finish quality
is constantly monitored
throughout the manufacturing
process, including logistics
and customized packaging.

Some samples
of painted finish.

